Still Broken: DC’s Child Welfare System

Over the summer, the DC government announced it had reached a settlement in the 32-year class-action lawsuit that...

Children at risk: 32 years and billions of dollars later, DC fails to protect thousands from abuse and neglect

Outside the three-story, red brick apartment building at 935 Division Ave. NE, it must have seemed like an ordinary...

Children at risk: Abuse and neglect investigations are opened too late and closed too soon

One day in April 2020, a person renting a room from Diamond Taylor and Tyvez Jackson in their apartment at 2812...

Children at risk: City’s child fatality reviews don’t prevent future deaths as intended

Gabriel Eason’s name appeared in broadcast media and newspapers for a few weeks following his death in April 2020...

Children at risk: Foster care in DC is no safe haven

The child who arrived at the home of Magdalena and Gabriel Acevedo entered the city's foster care system, managed...

Children at risk: As DC’s child welfare system trends toward destruction and death, will city leaders embrace...

“I'm going to make you two promises in this trial,” DC defense attorney Jonathan Zucker told the jury in his...